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POINT  O F  VIEW 
Super soft and supple Italian calfskin gently printed with a traditional pebble grain in host of  
colors.  Fuss  free  shapes  with  practical  extras  like  an  outside  zippered  pocket,  zip  top 
closures, web shoulder straps, and custom protective rubber feet take you through the day 
with ease. A light leather lining in an opposite color demonstrates a higher level of sophisti- 
cation; while textured tan leather forms slender handles, affixed shoulder straps and accent 
pieces keeping the look grounded in relaxed style as well as luxury. 

 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Calfskin leather 
•  100% Genuine leather 
•  Brushed gold plated hardware 
•  Rubber (textured bottom feet) 

 

C A R E /  CLEANING 
The  leather  used  in  the  Raleigh  Collection  is  as  durable  as  it  is  beautiful  and  has  been  treated  for  water  repellency. 
It  is  also resistant to most abrasions. 
Surface dirt may be removed with a soft cotton cloth slightly dampened with distilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may be 
substituted) and a mild bar soap, applied in a circular motion. 

POINT  O F  VIEW 
The Verona Bionda Collection is the very illustration of the collection’s name.  Our 
previously intro- duced Verona collection reflects classic design with a contemporary edge. 
“Bionda” is translated as blonde in Italian. The Verona Bionda combines rich colored pebble 
grain leather, in vintage D&B inspired designs, with light colored Italian Vacchetta leather; 
for a fresh look that echoes the care- free attitude that the “fair” weather season brings. 

 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Pebble Grain leather 
•  100% Vacchetta leather 
•  Inside flap – green Suede/Nubuck 
•  Lining 100% Cotton lining 
•  Polished gold plated hardware. 

C A R E /  CLEANING 
The Pebble leather used in the construction of the Verona bags has gone through extensive tumbling to create the supple texture, 
and is treated for water repellency. This leather can usually be cleaned with the use of a soft cotton cloth slightly dampened with 
distilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may be substituted) and a mild bar soap, applied in a circular motion. Repeat with 
distilled water only to ensure no residual soap remains. The leather should then be allowed to dry completely. 
 
The Vacchetta leather has not been specifically treated for water repellency. Thus, the leather will temporarily darken when wet, 
and return to the original tone once completely dry. The waxed surface may assist in staving off some dirt. With continued use, a 
lovely shine or patina will develop, only enhancing the beauty of this leather. It is also characteristic for lighter colors to darken 
with use over time, and with exposure to light. Minor abrasions may be removed or lessened with the use of a very soft cloth 
and a gentle buffing action. 
 
This collection requires no creams, polishes or leather conditioning products to maintain its beauty 

RALEIGH COLLECTION  (BAGS PREFIX – BRALE) 

VERONA BIONDA  (BAGS PREFIX - EJ12) 
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N E W   FA B R I C   C O L L E C T I O N S  

POINT  O F  VIEW 
A trio of popular silhouettes made of lightweight yet durable coated cotton complete with rich 
tan Vac- chetta leather trim. This lovely solid color palette is the ideal complement to the color 
combinations  of  the Signature Gretta Collection. Both groups feature principal shapes, (many 
of which are also available in leather) that are highly covetable, yet more accessible due to 
friendly price points. 

 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Cotton fabric (Polyvinyl coating) 
•  100% Cotton lining 
•  100% Vacchetta leather 
•  Polished gold plated hardware 

 
 
C A R E /  CLEANING 
The polyvinyl-coated cotton fabric is generally water repellent and should repel most soil. 
 
Should the fabric become soiled, cleaning should be done with a soft cotton cloth or soft toothbrush slightly dampened with dis- 
tilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may be substituted) and a mild bar soap, applied in a circular motion. Repeat with 
distilled water only to ensure no residual soap remains. The material should then be allowed to dry completely. 
 
No  creams,  polishes,  cleansers,  or  leather  conditioning  agents  should  be  applied  to  any  portion  of  the  leather. The 
Vacchetta leather trim will characteristically darken over time with use and with exposure to light. 

CLEO COLLECTION  (BAGS PREFIX – BCLEO) 



POINT  O F  VIEW 
Our Windham Collection furnishes luxe nylon fabric with all the bells and whistles most often 
attributed to fine leather. Soft structured silhouettes are constructed with rich leather that has  
been tumbled for softness, and subtle texture. Most carryalls feature handles, as well as straps for 
versatility; while bold contrasting colored interiors contain pocket systems to maintain order. 
Finally, circular rubber feet atop leather discs are stitched beneath all bags for protection against 
excessive wear and soil. Lightweight luxury! 

 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Nylon fabric 
•  100% Cowhide leather (handles, straps, discs on bottom) 
•  100% Suede (surrounds external zipper tape) 
•  Polished gold plated hardware 
•  Rubber (textured bottom feet) 

 
 
C A R E /  CLEANING 
The nylon fabric will initially repel water. However, if nylon is exposed to water for any length of time, it will darken 
momentarily due to some water absorption. Should this occur, blot with a dry white or light colored cloth and allow it to dry 
completely. 
For simple spot cleaning, use a soft cotton cloth slightly dampened with distilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may be 
substituted) and a mild bar soap, applied in a circular motion. Repeat with distilled water only to ensure no residual soap 
remains. The fabric should then be al- lowed to dry completely. 
 
Oily spots should first be wiped free of excess liquid. Talcum powder is then sprinkled on the area and allowed to sit briefly. 
Using a dry tooth- brush, gently brush the powder away to alleviate the soil. 
 
No creams, polishes, cleansers, or leather conditioning products should be used on the trim and handles. 

WINDHAM COLLECTION (BAGS PREFIX – BWINDO) 



Go Forward Collections 
L E AT H E R  

POINT  O F  VIEW 
Smooth  and supple, richly hued  leather  is  the foundation for  a  collection of  
sophisticated satchels and totes. A clever pleating effect is not only a lovely design 
detail, but also pro- vides increased utility; as it forms  deep interior front and back slip 
pockets. Natural colored Vacchetta leather shoulder straps and rolled handles add a bit 
of contrast; while gilded logo text lettering and hardware punctuate the luxurious style 
of the new City Leather Collection. 

MATERIALS 
•100% cowhide leather 
•100% Vacchetta 
•100% Cotton lining 
•Polished gold plated hardware 

C A R E /  CLEANING 
The leather used in the City Leather Collection is 100% cowhide, and is treated for water repellency. This leather can usually 
be cleaned with the use of a soft cotton cloth slightly dampened with distilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may be 
substituted) applied in a circular mo- tion. The leather should then be allowed to dry completely. 
 
This collection requires no creams, polishes or leather conditioning products to maintain its beauty. 

CITY LEATHER  (BAGS PREFIX - LJ) (SLGS – OT) 

POINT  O F  VIEW 
Delicately textured leather in an array of tempting tints finds the perfect complement in slender 
belted handles, straps, and trim of smooth butterscotch colored Vacchetta leather. Lively multi-
colored Chevron print lining is an exciting departure from the customary solid color; while totes 
featuring a generous center zip pocket safeguards your most important items. The handbags are 
secured with a classic turn lock closure. In addition, our new Claremont collection presents a 
fresh take on branding; as high shine Dooney & Bourke logo lettering hardware graces the front 
of all the items in this group. Truly a timeless treasure. 

 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Cowhide leather (Embossed) poly-vinyl finish (plate different from original Saffiano) 
• Vacchetta leather trim, handles & straps 
•  100% Cotton lining 
•  Polished gold plated hardware 

 
 
C A R E /  CLEANING 
The polyvinyl-coated leather is generally water repellent and should repel most soil. Should the surface become soiled, cleaning 
should be done with a soft cotton cloth or soft toothbrush slightly dampened with distilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may 
be substituted) and a mild bar soap, applied in a circular motion. Repeat with distilled water only to ensure no residual soap 
remains. The material should then be allowed to dry completely. 
 
No creams, polishes, cleansers, or leather conditioning agents should be applied to any portion of the leather. The Vacchetta 
leather trim will characteristically darken over time with use and with exposure to light. 

CLAREMONT COLLECTION (BAGS PREFIX – LF) (SLGS – YU) 



C A R E /  CLEANING 
The Florentine leather has not been specifically treated for water repellency. Thus, the leather will temporarily darken when wet, 
and return to the original tone once completely dry. The waxed surface may assist in staving off some dirt. With continued use, a 
lovely shine or patina will develop, only enhancing the beauty of this leather. It is also characteristic for lighter colors to darken 
with use over time, and with exposure to light. Minor abrasions may be removed or lessened with the use of a very soft cloth 
and a gentle buffing action. This collection requires no creams, polishes or leather conditioning products to maintain its beauty. 

FLORENTINE LEATHER (BAGS PREFIX – 8L, 8M) (SLGS – 9Y) 

POINT  O F  VIEW 
Our Florentine handbags and accessories are made of sumptuous, supple Italian leather. 
Timeless silhouettes accented with meticulously handcrafted artisan details, like snappy 
whipstitch and full swingy tassels join bold brushed brass hardware for a look of casual 
sophistication. 
 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Florentine Vacchetta leather 
•  100% Cotton lining 
•  Brushed gold plated hardware 

POINT  O F  VIEW 
Dooney & Bourke’s Pebble Leather Collection blends the essential functionality customers 
crave, with design details reminiscent of the distinct style of classic D&B. Each silhouette has an 
elegant yet effort- less spirit, enduring appeal and price-points that are a steal. 

 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Cowhide leather 
•  100% Cotton lining 
•  Polished gold plated hardware 

 

C A R E /  CLEANING 
This leather has been treated for water repellency. It can usually be cleaned with the use of a soft cotton cloth slightly dampened 
with distilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may be substituted) and a mild bar soap, applied in a circular motion. Repeat with 
distilled water only to ensure no residual soap remains. The leather should then be allowed to dry completely. 
This collection requires no creams, polishes or leather conditioning products to maintain its beauty. 

PEBBLE LEATHER (BAGS PREFIX – R) (SLGS – ZR) 



POINT  O F  VIEW 
Celebrate our 40th year of expert craftsmanship and timeless style with the Verona Collec- 
tion. The essence of what defined Dooney & Bourke continues in the form of classic 
silhou- ettes, a grand assortment of richly colored pebble grain leather and in bright yellow 
top 
stitching. However, it’s the use of a duo of complimentary Vacchetta leather colors as trim, 
that freshens the crisp contrast signature look for which we are famous. A clever new logo 
plate (that serves as the base for a working tongue in loop closure) is the finishing touch on 
a collection with a legacy of luxury and an appeal that endures. 

 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Pebble Grain leather 
•  100% Vacchetta leather 
•  Inside flap – green Suede/Nubuck 
•  Lining 100% Cotton lining 
•  Polished gold plated hardware. 

 
C A R E /  CLEANING 
The Pebble leather used in the construction of the Verona bags has gone through extensive tumbling to create the supple texture, 
and is treated for water repellency. This leather can usually be cleaned with the use of a soft cotton cloth slightly dampened with 
distilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may be substituted) and a mild bar soap, applied in a circular motion. Repeat with 
distilled water only to ensure no residual soap remains. The leather should then be allowed to dry completely. 
 
The Vacchetta leather has not been specifically treated for water repellency. Thus, the leather will temporarily darken when wet, 
and return to the original tone once completely dry. The waxed surface may assist in staving off some dirt. With continued use, a 
lovely shine or patina will develop, only enhancing the beauty of this leather. It is also characteristic for lighter colors to darken 
with use over time, and with exposure to light. Minor abrasions may be removed or lessened with the use of a very soft cloth 
and a gentle buffing action. 
 
This collection requires no creams, polishes or leather conditioning products to maintain its beauty 

VERONA (BAGS PREFIX – ER) 



Go Forward Collections 
FA B R I C  

POINT  O F  VIEW 
The  Carley  Collection  has  it  all.  A  series  of  streamlined  silhouettes  that  are  sophisticated 
enough  for  the  workplace, and  play  equally  as  well  during  leisure  time. These  
contemporary handbags  take  a  fashionable  stance  on  utility  with  trendsetting  style.  Natural  
colored  Vac- chetta  leather  defines  the  sleek  structure,  is  a  beautifully  bold  contrast  to  
colorful  coated cotton,  and  pops  perfectly  placed  pockets.  Light  weight  and  extremely  
durable,  our  Carley Collection is the quintessential carry-all with charisma. 

 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Cotton fabric (Polyvinyl coating) 
•  100% Cotton lining 
•  100% Vacchetta leather 
•  Polished gold plated hardware 

C A R E /  CLEANING 
The polyvinyl-coated cotton fabric is generally water repellent and should repel most soil. 
 
Should the fabric become soiled, cleaning should be done with a soft cotton cloth or soft toothbrush slightly dampened with 
distilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may be substituted) and a mild bar soap, applied in a circular motion. Repeat with 
distilled water only to ensure no residual soap remains. The material should then be allowed to dry completely. 
No creams, polishes, cleansers, or leather conditioning agents should be applied to any portion of the Vacchetta Leather trim. 
The 100% Vacchetta Leather trim will characteristically darken over time with use and with exposure to light. 

CARLEY (HANDBAGS PREFIX – EN) (SLGS – ZX) 

POINT  O F  VIEW 
Dooney  &  Bourke’s  Gretta  Signature  collection  is  branding  at  its  best. A  petite  logo  print 
covers coated cotton fabric cast in classic shapes in a variety of colors finished with fine 
Vacchetta leather trim. 

 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Cotton fabric (Polyvinyl coating) 
•  100% Cotton lining 
•  100% Vacchetta leather 
•  Polished gold plated hardware 

 
C A R E /  CLEANING 
The polyvinyl-coated cotton fabric is generally water repellent and should repel most soil. 
 
Should the fabric become soiled, cleaning should be done with a soft cotton cloth or soft toothbrush slightly dampened with 
distilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may be substituted) and a mild bar soap, applied in a circular motion. Repeat with 
distilled water only to ensure no residual soap remains. The material should then be allowed to dry completely. 
 
No creams, polishes, cleansers, or leather conditioning agents should be applied to any portion of the Vacchetta Leather. The 
100% Vac- chetta Leather trim will characteristically darken over time with use and with exposure to light. 

GRETTA SIGNATURE (BAGS PREFIX – NG) (SLGS – 4Q) 



POINT  O F  VIEW 
Nylon  bags  are  lightweight  and  extremely  durable. A  more  substantial  weave  provides  
the extra reinforcement that allows this group to better maintain profile. High impact hues, 
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather trim, (black will come with black leather trim), 
make this Nylon collection the perfect carryall for every day. 
 
MATERIALS 
•  100% Nylon 
•  100% Cotton lining 
•  100% Cowhide leather (trim & handles) 
•  Polished Gold Plated Hardware 

CARE  /   CLEANING 
The nylon fabric will initially repel water. However, if nylon is exposed to water for any length of time, it will darken 
momentarily due to some water absorption. Should this occur, blot with a dry white or light colored cloth and allow it to 
dry completely. 

For simple spot cleaning, use a soft cotton cloth slightly dampened with distilled water (sodium-free seltzer water may be 
substituted) and a mild bar soap, applied in a circular motion. Repeat with distilled water only to ensure no residual soap 
remains. The fabric should then be allowed to dry completely. 

Oily spots should first be wiped free of excess liquid. Talcum powder is then sprinkled on the area and allowed to sit 
briefly. Using a dry toothbrush, gently brush the powder away to alleviate the soil. 
 
No creams, polishes, cleansers, or leather conditioning products should be used on the trim and handles. 

NYLON (BAGS PREFIX - IN) (SLGS – XB) 


